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THE HOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE SERIES

OF AN AFFINE SYMMETRIC SPACE
AND REPRESENTATIONS WITH REPRODUCING KERNELS

G. 'OLAFSSON AND B. 0RSTED

Abstract. Consider a semisimple connected Lie group G with an affine sym-

metric space X . We study abstractly the intertwining operators from the dis-

crete series of X into representations with reproducing kernel and, in partic-

ular, into the discrete series of G ; each such is given by a convolution with

an analytic function. For X of Hermitian type, we consider the holomorphic

discrete series of X and here derive very explicit formulas for the intertwin-

ing operators. As a corollary we get a multiplicity one result for the series in

question.

0. Introduction

The purpose of this work is twofold. The first is to study abstractly the inter-

twining operators between discrete series representations of an affine symmetric

space X and discrete series of the corresponding semisimple group. The sec-

ond is to obtain very explicit formulas for certain discrete representations on

X, in effect giving the analogue of Harish-Chandra's original construction of

the holomorphic discrete series in the group case. Not surprisingly, these two

problems are highly connected. Thus Theorem 5.4 below gives the formula for

the lowest /C-type (the Flensted-Jensen function) on X, whereas in Theorem

7.3 essentially the same function gives the intertwining operator. Much of our

analysis builds on the framework in [14], but otherwise we have tried to make

the paper reasonably self-contained. This is, in particular, the case in §1, §2,

and §4, where we abstract the properties of our intertwining operators with an

eye towards later applications.

We shall always let G be a connected, noncompact semisimple Lie group

such that the associated Riemannian symmetric space is a bounded symmetric

domain D c C" . The best known and most interesting discrete series represen-

tations of G are the holomorphic discrete series representations. As explained

above, one of our aims in this paper is to generalize this construction to affine

symmetric spaces of Hermitian type and relate those with other well-known

representations.
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In [14] we did this for the case of a holomorphic character of the universal

covering of the complexification of a maximal compact subgroup. One of our

main tools in that paper was the analysis of an intertwining operator into the

holomorphic discrete series of G, and the fact that such an intertwining opera-

tor is determined by the reproducing kernel of the representation in its standard

realization in the space of holomorphic functions on D. It turns out that this

connection between the intertwining operators and the reproducing kernel only

depends on the existence of a kernel. Hence this idea can be used to analyze

other realizations of such representations, e.g. in L of an affine symmetric

space X .

Many interesting representations of G can be realized in ^°°-vector bundle

over a homogeneous G-space such that the representation has a reproducing

kernel, e.g. the ladder representations, the analytic continuation of the holo-

morphic discrete series, and also—by a construction of Hotta, Wallach, and

Wolf—the discrete series in general. In Gutkin [6] one finds a nice abstraction

of these examples, namely the concept of elliptic representations. These are

realized in the square-integrable kernel of an invariant elliptic operator on a ho-

mogeneous Hermitian vector bundle. We collect some simple facts concerning

intertwining operators and reproducing kernels in the first section of this paper.

By this we get a general formula for the reproducing kernel in term of the "low-

est" .K-type, and an abstract proof of the fact used in [14] that the inverse of an

intertwining operator of a reproducing representation, i.e. a representation with

a reproducing kernel, into L (X), is given by a convolution with a AT-finite,

analytic function. Another application of the ideas in § 1 is a simple proof in

§2 of the reproducing property of the general discrete series in the realization

of Hotta. As a corollary of this, we have that every intertwining operator of a

discrete series representation of X into a discrete series representation of G is

a convolution operator. Given such an imbedding U there exists an analytic

function (p on X with values in the space of the lowest ./Y-type of it such that

(assuming for simplicity that the center of G is finite)

(0.1) U(g)(y)= f g(x)<p(y-xx)dx
J x

and if it is integrable

(0.2) T(f)(x)= [(f(z),4>(z-Xx))vdz
Jd

where T is the inverse of U (see Theorems 3.2 and 4.2). It should be noted that

in the literature such representations have been studied, e.g., by H. Schlichtkrull

[17] by determining the Langlands-parameters of some of the representations

in [4].

In [14] we found an explicit formula for 0 in the case of holomorphic

line bundles over the symmetric space. In the general case we can only say—

analogously to the lowest K-type of the corresponding representation—that the
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function is given via the Flensted-Jensen-isomorphism and the Poisson transfor-

mation of a vector-valued distribution on the boundary of the dual noncompact

Riemannian form Xr = G /K of X. But if X is of Hermitian type and the

representation is holomorphic, we can give an explicit formula for cp. We turn

to this case in the second part of this paper, §§5-7. First we associate to some K-

types ô a vector-valued, A"-finite function <P(x) = ôy(y*(x))u on X* , the uni-

versal covering of X, such that the functions (<!>(•), v), v £\g, generate the

lowest AT-type of an irreducible discrete series representation (Es,ils) of X .

Here Sv is the contragredient of S , y (x) is determined by the Hc-component

of x~   in the decomposition G c HCKCP+ , and v   is Kc T-invariant.

By using our results from [14] about y , we also have a formula for O on

a maximal flat submanifold B given by products of cosh-factors. We also use

the definition of y and its relation with the Iwasawa-decomposition on the

"dual"-group G to relate this with the functions of Flensted-Jensen in [3]. In

§6 we then show that in the case X = (Gx G)/diagonal(G) = G our construction

gives the holomorphic discrete series of the group. In the last section we then

use the results of §1 and §3 to show that our representations are equivalent to

the (analytic continuation of the) holomorphic discrete series of the group and

that the intertwining operators also are determined by O. In particular we have

a simple proof of the fact that those representations occur with multiplicity one

in \}(X).

It should be remarked here that there is also a construction with quite dif-

ferent methods of the holomorphic discrete series by Matsumoto in [11]. Fur-

thermore those results also hold for G in the Harish-Chandra class. But as

this excludes the case where G has infinite center and makes the notation more

complicated as we have to take care of both the infinitesimal character and the

lowest .K-type, we do not handle it here and leave it to the reader to make the

necessary changes.

The main ideas of the first part of this paper first appeared in [15], whereas

the last part is taken from a lecture by the first author given at the University of

Göttingen in the spring of 1988. The authors would like to thank the Depart-

ment of Mathematics and Computer Science at the University of Odense and

the Sonderforschungsbereich 170 in Göttingen for their support, thus making

our joint work during the last year possible.

1. Representations with reproducing kernel

Let G be a locally compact, Hausdorff topological group and K a closed

subgroup of G. By a representation of G we mean a continuous representation

in a locally convex, complete, Hausdorff, topological vector space over C. To

ensure that the contragredient representation defined below is also continuous

we assume, furthermore, that the representation space is semireflexive. Let

p be a finite-dimensional unitary representation of A"  in V.   Let E be a
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topological vector space of continuous functions / : G -> V, such that f(xk) =

P{k~ )f(x), x £ G, k £ K, and let 7i be a representation of G in E given

by

[n(x)f](y) = m(x,y)lx(f)(y),

where / denotes the usual left translation and m : G x G —► GL(V) is continu-

ous. We will assume that evj : E —> V, / >-> /(l) is continuous and surjective.

As ev^ = m(x~ , l)~ oevxon(x~ ) evx is continuous for all x £ G. Let

x, y, z £ G and k £ K. As it is a representation of G, the following holds

with m(x) := m(x, 1) :

(1.1) m(xy, z) — m(x, z)m(y, x    z),        m(x,y) = m(y   )    m(y~ x),

(1.2) p(k)m(x,y) = m(x,yk~l)p(k),

(1.3) eYx-lyk = p(k~l)m(x,y)~X oevyon(x).

Lemma 1.1. Define 6 : K i-> GL(V) by S(k) := m(k)p(k). Then ô is a

representation of K and eV[ 6 WomK(it, ô).

Proof. This follows immediately from (1.3) and the fact that it is a represen-

tation.   D

Let E*  be the dual of E.   As V is finite dimensional we can identify

Hom(E, V) with E* <g> V via the pairing

(f,<t>®v)E:=(f,<p)v,    f£E,  (7>€E\ v eV,

where (•, •) is the usual pairing between E and E*. By this, ev^ corresponds

to an element Jfx £ E* ® V such that

f(x) = (f,Jfx)E,    f£E, xeG.

We call 3Í the reproducing kernel of it. As usual, we define a representation itv

on E* by itv(a) = 'it(a~ ). As E is assumed semireflexive, 7iv is continuous

(see [24, p. 224]). Furthermore (/, (?zv <8> \){a)T)E = (n(a~~x)f, T)E for all

TeE*®V. Now (1.3) reads

(1.3)' Xxyk = n(x)®p{k-x)m(x-x,y)-l3?y.

Theorem 1.2. Let vx, ... , vn be a basis of V and let vx, ... ,vn be the dual

basis of V*, i.e. (v¡, v) — o¡ . Define tp¡ £ E* by (p¡ := '(ev,)^.). Then

(1) <p¡ is nonzero and in E*(r5v).

(2)3ZX eE'((5v)®V and (it1 (k) ® \)3?x = (1 ® ô(k~x))3fx .

(3) Xx = EL, x"(x)<Pi ® m(x~x, iyxv¡.

In particular, if G is a semisimple Lie group, K is a maximal compact subgroup

and E* is Z(%)-finite, then JteE*«V, where E^ is the space of analytic

vectors of E*.
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Proof. As ev( is a surjective (it, á)-homomorphism as a representation of K,

it follows that '(evj) : V* —> E* is an injective (Sv, ^v)-homomorphism. Thus

<p¡^0 and in E*(ôv). As

(/, (ity(k) ® 1)JT¡) = (it(k~x)f, 3tx) = m(k~x, \)p(k~x)f(\),

f £ E, Part (2) follows. By (1.3)' we have to show that 3¡fx = £0(. ® v¡. But

this follows from

/(l) = ¿</(l), uj)vj = ¿</, '(evi)ty)ty = (/, ¿>, ®«A   .

If G, AT, and E* are as in the last part of the theorem, then apply the

first part and consider Xx = £</>,® v¡ which is K- and Z(g)-finite for the

representation ity ® 1. By standard arguments (see [21, p. 312ff]) the claim

follows.   D

Assume now that E is a Hilbert space and that it is unitary. We denote

the inner product in a Hilbert space F by (• | -)F. Let jv : V —> V be a

conjugation of V and identify V* with V via jv. For /, g £ E define

jE(f)(x) := jv(f(x)) and (g,jE(f)) := (£|/). Then jE : E -» E* is a
conjugate-linear isomorphism. Thus E* is a space of functions from G into

V* such that <j>(xk) - pv(k~ )(p(x) for all 4> £ E*, and ^ is identified

with a function J:GxC^V'®V = End(V). As n is unitary it follows

that nv(x)(jEg) = m(x, -)lxjEg, where m(x, y) = jvm(x,y)jv £ GL(V*).

Define H:G^GL(V*) by

E(x)u :— m(x~ ) (evx)(v)(x) = evx(n (x~ ) evx(v)).

Theorem 1.3. Let the notation be as above. Then
(1) E(kxh) = ôv(h~x)=.(x)ô'/(k~x).

(2),Wx(y) = Y.Ufn(y-x,\)-xE(x-xy)vl®m(x-x, \)~xv¡.

(3) If m = 1 and there is a measure p on G/K such that (f\g)E =

JG/K(f(x)\g(x))vdp(xK), then f(x) = fG/K'Z(X-xy)f(y)dp(K) for all f £
E and x £ G.

(4) If G is a semisimple Lie group, K a maximal compact subgroup, and E

unitary and irreducible, then Jix is an analytic function for all x £ G.

Proof. (1) follows from the intertwining properties of 'evj. By Theorem 1.2,

^x(y) = Y^^W&iKy) ® m(x~ )~ v¡. As it is unitary,

[^(x)<P,](y) = m(y~xyx[n/(y~xx)4>l](\) = m(y~x)~xE(x~xy)(u¡).

For (3) we notice first that for /, g £ E, x £ G, and k £ K, (f(xk) \ g(xk))v

= (p(k~x)f(x) | p(k-x)g(x))v = {f{x) I g(x))v .   Hence x ~ (/(x) | g(x))v is
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actually a function on G/K and thus the integral makes sense. By our iden-

tification of E* with E (resp. V* with V) we get (f,jEg) = (f\g)E =

¡G/K(f(x) I g(x))vdp(xK) = fG/K(f(x), jv(g(x))) dp(xK). Thus

f(x) = (/, %X)E = £</,*V(x)<pi)vl

= ¿ZÍ   {f(y)^(x~xy)vl)v¡dp(yK)
JG/K

= W    (E(x-Xy)f(y),u¡)vidp(yK)
Jg/k

= [    !E(X-xy)f(y)dp(yK).
JG/K

By Theorem 1.1 the functions 4>¡ are Affinité and—as E is irreducible—

Z(g)-finite (Z(g) the center of U(q)) . By well-known arguments (e.g. [21])

<j)¡ is analytic. By Theorem 1.2, S£x = ¿2¡=\ ^'{x)<¡>¡ ® m(x~ , l)~ v¡ and (4)

follows.    D

Let now X be a representation of G in a Hilbert space F and U £

HomG(F,E), t/^0. Then

'C/® 1 €HomG(E*®V,F*®V)    and    (f,'U®\(T))F = (U(f), T)E

for all / £ F and T £ E* ® V.

Lemma 1.4. Define y/x :=('£/ ® \)(5?x) £ F* ® V and \p := y/x . Then

(1) y/x = Xv(x) ® m(x~ )~ y/ and

Uf(x) = (/, yyx)E = m(x-X)-X(X(x-X)f, y)E,    / 6 F.

(2) v/€F*(i5v)®V and (Xy(k)® \)y/ = (1 ®S(k~l))y/. In particular, if G is

a semisimple Lie group, K a maximal compact subgroup, and F* is Z(ß)-finite,

then ip £ F*w ® V.

Proof. Uf(g) = (Uf, JTg)E = (/, ('C/® \Wg)F = (/, y/g)F , f£ F. The rest
follows by the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1.3 and from the

intertwining properties of 'U ® 1 , Theorem 1.2.    D

2. The discrete series of G

From now on G will stand for a noncompact connected semisimple Lie

group with Lie algebra g0. In this paragraph we recall Hotta's construction

of the discrete series ([9] and [23]) and prove that the evaluation map ev, is

continuous (see also [23] and [6]).

Let Q denote the complexification of 90. If (i0 ^s a subspace of g0 we

identify the complexification f) of fj0 with the subspace of g generated by hQ .

If t is an abelian Lie algebra, V a semisimple t module, and a e t*, then

Va:={v eV \\/h£t:h-v = a(h)v} , A(V, t) := {a £ t* | a ¿ 0, Va ¿ 0}, and

pif) = \ Ea6r(dim(^,))Q , 0 ^ T c A( K, t). Let ß be the Killing"form of g .
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If t is a subspace of g such that B is nondegenerate on t, X £ t*, we define

hx £ t by X(x) = B(x , hx), x £ t. For X, p £ t* let (X, p) := B(hA, hß).
Let û be a Cartan involution of G ; then û stands for the corresponding

involution on g0, g, q*0, and g* too. Then g0 = i0 © p0 where t0 is the Lie

algebra of K := G and p0 is the (-l)-eigenspace of û. Then 60 is the (+1)-

eigenspace of r), and Z , the center of G, is contained in K. Let R := G/K,

G° := G/Z, K° :- K/Z, and normalize measures such that compact groups

have total measure one and

[ f(k)dKk= f    f f(kz)dKokdzz,    f£Wc(K),
Jk Jk° Jz

and

/ f(x) dGx= f(yk) dRydKk
jg j rj k

=  /   [ f(xz)dGoxdzz,    f£Wc(G).
Jg° Jz

Let t be a Cartan subalgebra oft. We will always assume that t is also a Car-

tan subalgebra of g, i.e. rank(G) = rank(A"). Let T c K be the corresponding

Cartan subgroup and X £ ii*Q regular. As p is ad(t)-stable, A := A(g, t),

At := A(t, t), and A := A(p, t) are well-defined. Let

A;:={aGA8|(A,a)>0},     A+:=AtnA;,     A^^nA^.

We also define ps := p(A^), pt := p(A¡), and pp := ^(A^"). Assume that

there is an irreducible representation 6k of K with highest weight pB(X) :=

X + p - 2pt = X + pp - pt. Denote the representation space Sx by V^ or

simply by V. We consider the associated homogeneous f°° vector bundle

VA := G x^ V —► R over R. Let H2(X) be the subspace of L -sections, where
— 2 2

Q, the closure of the Casimir element Q £ Z(g), acts by ||A|| - \\p \\ , i.e.

H2(Â) is the space of ^"^-functions of G into V such that

(l)V/ceA\ Va£G:f(ak) = SÁ(k-x)f(a),

(2)Qf=(\\X\\2-\\p/)f,

(3)\\f\\£L2(R).
Then H2(A) is a Hilbert space with inner product given by

(f\g)= f(f(x)\g(x))dR(xK)= f (f(x)\g(x))dGo(xZ).
Jr Jg°

G acts irreducibly and unitarily on H2(X) by left translation and the corre-

sponding representation itx is unitary equivalent to the (relative) discrete series

representation of G associated to the Blattner parameter pB(X) (see [9] and

[23]).
Let x '■= dim(V) • trace o ôx : K -► C and let ¿¡ : Z -► C be the central

character of itÀ, i.e. nk\Z = Ç • id. Choose / e H2(A) such that /(l) ^ 0.

Then

t:(z)f(\) = f(z-X) = SAz)f(\),
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and ôx I Z = Ç • id and x(kz) - ¡t,(z)x(k) for z 6 Z , k £ K. Hence

pr(/)(x):= [ oxJk)f(k~lx)dK«(kZ)

is well-defined and pr is the continuous, orthogonal AMntertwining projection

onto H2(X)(ôx). Now

pr(/)(l)= jW)f{k-X)d{kZ)

= jW)àk(k)d(kZ)f(\)

-/(I).

Thus evj = (evj |H2(A)(f5/i))opr. As the multiplicity of ôx in H2(X) is one—ô,

is the lowest A'-type of itx—we also have that evx \H2(X)(ôx) : H2(X)(ôx) -> V

is a A"-equivariant, continuous isomorphism, and evj \H2(X)(ÔX)    = 0.  We

have now proved

Theorem 3.1.  evx : H2(X) -» V continuous for all x £ G.

By this theorem our results in § 1 can be applied to the discrete series represen-

tations. In particular, Theorem 1.3 can be used to write down the reproducing

kernel. Notice that the dual of H2(A) is H2(-w*X) where w* is the unique

element of the Weyl group of At such that w*A¡ = -A* .

3. The discrete series of X

Let t be a nontrivial involution of G (and g0 , g, q*0, g*), commuting with

û and let H be an open subgroup of GT. Then H is a closed subgroup of

G. Let f)0 be the Lie algebra of H and q0 the (-l)-eigenspace of t. Then

g = fj © q = Y)k © qk © \)p © qp, where the subscript k (resp. p) means the

intersection with t (resp. p). Let X be the affine symmetric space G/H. We

also define H° to be the connected component of (G°)T, and Xo := G°/H° .

From now on we assume that t is T-stable and that a := t n q is maximal

abelian in q . Then the rank of X is the same as the rank of K/K n H and, by

a theorem of Flensted-Jensen [3], the relative discrete series of X is nonzero.

For the construction and parametrization of the discrete series of X we refer

the reader to [3, 5, 12, 19] and the references there. We will only remind the

reader that those representations are parametrized by a subset A c ¡oj. We

denote the corresponding representation space by Fx, X £ A. Let I be the

centralizer of a in g and A := A(g, a), Ac := A(6, a), A(l) := A(l, t), and

Ac(() := A(ik , t). Choose a positive ordering in ii*0 such that ia0 comes first

and let the superscript + denote the corresponding positive system of roots.

Let p := p(A+) and pc :- p(A*), and define for X £ a*, pF(X) := X + p - 2pc.

Then pF(X) = pB(X - p(A+(\)) + 2p(A+(\k))).

Definition 3.1. The pair (g0, t) (or the space X) is said to satisfy Condition

D, if the centralizer of a0 in G   is compact.
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The reader can find a list of the simple classical spaces satisfying Condition

D in [17], from which this definition is taken. Notice, also, that X satisfies

Condition D if X is of Hermitian type (see Definition 5.1).

If X satisfies Condition D, then I = lk and p(\) = pc(l). Thus pF(X) =

pB(X + p(l)) and X + p(l) is dominant regular, if (X, a) > \(p(l), a)\ for all

aeA+. In that case the discrete series representation in H2(A + /?(!))* exists

and is equivalent to the representation of G in FA by [18] and [13]. Thus

infinitely many of the representations Ex can be realized in the discrete series

of G.
We will now assume that X £ z't^ is such that there is a unitary intertwining

operator T : H2(X) -» LJX), where £ is determined by £ • id = nx | Z and

LJX) is the space of measurable functions / on I, such that lzf = £(z)f,

z £ Z , and |/| e L2(X°). Let EA := lm(T), U := T~x : Ex -> H2(A), and ex

be the representation of G on Ex . Notice that Ex = {/| / £ Ex} is the dual

of Ex . Let sf(X, ôx, x) be the space of functions /:I-»V such that

(1) Vfc £ K, Vx£X: f(kx) = Sx(k)f(x),
(2) Vz £ Z(q) : zf = x(z)f, where x '■ Z(g) -> C is the infinitesimal

character of it^.

If / e s/(X, ôx, x)r\ Lç(X) then / is analytic and bounded [1, pp. 230,
244].

Theorem 3.2. Let the notation be as above. Let J^ be the reproducing kernel

of itx and define <p : X -> V by (p := ('U ® \)3?x. Then 4> has the following
properties, where a, b £ G and x £ X:

(l)cp-£sf(X,ox,x)nËx®YcL2-(X,\).

(2) V/ 6 Ex : Uf(a) = (/, ej ® \{a)<p)Ei = ¡xo f(x)4>(a-xx) dx0x,

(3) 'r® l(ej ® \(a)4>)(b)=JÍ(a, b) :=3?a(b).

(4) Define for v £ V*, (pv(x) := (<f>(x),i/). Then 4>v £ EX(SX) and V* 5

v »-> (¡>v £ EX(SX) is a K-isomorphism.

Proof. Everything except (4) follows from Lemma 1.4. By (2), 4>v(k~xx) =

(4>(k~xx), v) = (Sx(k~x)(f)(x), u) = {(p(x), ôx(k)v) = <f>â^{k)l/(x). As <f>(x) is

nonzero for some x £ X , we can find a v such that <\>v ^ 0. Thus v i-> cpv is

a nonzero A"-map. As Sx is irreducible and its multiplicity in Ex is one, the

theorem follows.   D

If A G z'Oq and X + p(l) is dominant and regular, then F¿ is generated by

the Flensted-Jensen function y/x , which is H n A"-invariant, of type Sx+ ([), and

1^(1) = 1. By Theorem 3.2(4) there is a u £ V* such that (pu = y/x. As ipx

is H n A"-invariant it follows that v is H n A"-invariant and that 4>(IH) is a

nonzero H n A"-invariant vector in V. We collect this in

Theorem 3.3. If X £ ia^ and X + p(l) is dominant and regular, then there is a

v £ Y*HnK such that y/x = <<&(•), v). Furthermore <t>(\H) £ \Hr)K\{0}.
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4. The intertwining operator

In this section we will show that on the level of A'-finite functions, the inter-

twining operator T : H2(A) —> Ex is determined by the function y h-> <p(y~xx)

if nx is integrable.

Definition 4.1. Let it be a unitary irreducible representation of G. Then it is

said to be integrable if x >-> \(n(x)u \ v)\ is integrable on G   for u, v A'-finite.

According to [7] and [20], itx is integrable if

2
p,/?)|>^£|(/?,a)|,    forall/?eA;.

c€a;

In that case ||/(-)|| £ hx(R) for / e H2(A)  A'-finite [23, p. 268].

Let the notation be as in §3.   In particular,   T is a unitary intertwining

operator from H2(A) into Ex c E^(X) with inverse U, and (p e sf(X, Sx, ^)n

E~x ® V is such that U(f)(a) = f f(x)(p(a~xx)dxox .

Theorem 4.2. Assume that nx is integrable and f£H2(X)  K-finite. Then

T(f)(x)= [ (f(a)\cp(a-xx))vdGOa
Jg°

(f(a)\cf>(a-xx))vdR(aK).
/;IR

Proof. That the two integrals are equal follows from Theorem 3.2(1). As <p is

bounded

f \(f(a)\cp(a  xx))v\dR(aK)<suvU(x)\\ ¡ \\f(a)\\vdR(aK)
Jr Jr

< oc,

Hence the integral exists for all / A'-finite. Denote it by Txf(x). Let g £ Ex ;

then

//
\(f(a)\(p(a xx))vg(x)\dR(aK)dxx

^//ll/( a)\\\\g(x)<p(a'xx)\\dxxdR(aK)

<ll/UI*IIIMI<oo.

Thus Txf defines a continuous linear form on E. and the function (a, x) >->

g(x)(f(a) | ̂ (a-1^))^ is integrable on R x X . By Riesz' Representation The-

orem there exists a function y £ Ex such that

/ g(x)y(x)dxo(x) = j g(x)Txf(x)dxo(x)

for all g £ Ex . By Fubini's theorem we get

r g(x)y(x)dxo (x) = (/| Ug)H{X] = (Tf\g)EI
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Thus y is A'-finite and analytic. Let g £ ^C(X) and define

g°(x) := / t](z)g(zx)dzz.

Then g° e LJ(X). Let p : l|(X) -+ EA be the orthogonal projection. Then, by

using Fubini's theorem again,

j g(x)(y(x) - Txf(x)) dx = (f\ t/¿?) - t/¿7))„2(/l) = 0.

Thus y(x) - Txf(x) for almost all x £ X. As both functions are continuous

the claim follows.   D

5. The holomorphic discrete series of X*

In the general case there is no explicit formula for the function <f> on X. The

best one can say is that there is a vector-valued distribution F on the boundary

of the noncompact Riemannian form Xr = G /K such that (p is given by the

Poisson transform of F followed by the Flensted-Jensen isomorphism. Here

G is a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g0 = h0jt © zr)0 © iqok ©q0 as usual

(see [5] for notation). But if X is of Hermitian type and itx is a holomorphic

discrete series representation, we can use this to give a formula analogous to

our results in [14, Theorem 6.2] for the scalar holomorphic discrete series. In

this section we give the general construction of the holomorphic discrete series

of the universal covering X of X and relate those with the discrete series of

Flensted-Jensen.

We assume from now on that G is contained in a simply-connected, complex

Lie group Gc with the Lie algebra g. Let G denote the simply-connected

covering of G and let K* := G#û, H* := G#T, Kc := Gfö, and Hc := G].

As G and Gc are simply-connected, all of those groups are connected, (this

follows from [8, Theorem 8.2]). Let Kc be the simply-connected covering of

Kc. Then we may identify A" with the analytic subgroup of Kc corresponding

to É0 . Denote the canonical covering maps G —* G, K —> K , Kc -* Kc in ail

cases by k . Then k also defines a covering map X —> X, X := G /H , and

X is simply-connected. With our usual notation, G a noncompact semisimple

Lie group with Lie algebra g0 , t a nontrivial involution of G (and g0), and

X = G/H with H an open subgroup of GT, we now define

5.1. Definition. The pair (g0, t)—or the space X—is said to be of Hermitian

type, if the following holds:

( 1 ) There is no noncompact ideal in g0 contained in h0 .

(2) Let c be the centralizer of qk in q¿. ; then ¿(c) = q¿..

Notice that this is weaker than the definition in [14], but the results of [14] still

hold. In particular this is true for the structure theory in §1 and §2 of [14]. If

X is of Hermitian type, then c is nonzero and contained in the center of t.
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Furthermore 3 (c) = t and R is a bounded symmetric domain. In particular

we can choose a and t such that tCoctct. Choose a basis hx, ... ,hr of

z't0 such that the first p elements are a basis of z'c0 , the first q elements are a

basis of z'a0 , and the rest are in z't0 n l0 . Our ordering is then the lexicographic

ordering relative to this basis. If a e A, then ga is in t or p . Let A^ be the

set of positive roots such that ga c p , and let p   := ® g±Q , a £ A* . Then p+

and p~ are abelian algebras, g = p+ © É © p~ , and [t, p*] c p* .

Let P± := exp(p*). Then P+nKcP~ = {1} and Gc P+KcP~ nHcKcP+ =:

O. For x £ O we define p+(x) £ P+ , kc(x) £ Kc, q(x) e P~ , and kH(x) £

HcnKc\Kc by

x = p+(x)kc(x)q  (x) £ HckH(x)P+ .

R is realized as a bounded symmetric domain D in p+ by x >-+ z(x) :=

log(p+(x)). Choose a maximal set of strongly orthogonal roots ax, ... , as e A^

as in [14, §2].   Choose t¡ £ a, x¡ £ pa , and y¡ £ q0    such that x(x¡) =

-x¡,~ the conjugation of g relative to g0, [x¡,x¡] - t¡, a¡(t¡) = 2, and

y¡ = x¡ - t(x¡). Then b0 :- Y?¡=1 Ry, is maximal abelian in q0   [14, Lemma

2.3]. Let B be the corresponding analytic subgroup of G (G and Gc). If

b = riexP(5,);i) trien by [14, Theorem 2.4]

(5.1) /c//(e-1) = nexp(ilog(cosh(25;))í¡) .
!=1

Define y : X -» Kc/KcnHc by y(xH) := kH(x~x)~x. As X* is simply-

connected, y lifts to y* : X* -> K*/K*T such that the diagram

X* —?—^    K*/K*T

X   -^ Kc/KcnHc

commutes and 7 (1// ) = 1A"C . Fork £ K , x <-> k y (kx) defines another

lifting (as Kc normalizes P+). Thus we find ek suchthat k~xy*(kx) = eky*(x)

for all x. As k~xy*(k) = ekK*T, the function K* s k ^ ekK*r £ k~x(IKc) is

continuous, zc_1(lA'c) is discrete, and exKcx = 1A"CT. Thus y (kx) = ky (x).

Let ô be a holomorphic representation of Kc in the finite dimensional

Hubert space V. Assume that 5\K is unitary and that ô contains a nonzero

A^-fixed vector. Let <5V be the contragredient representation and u° £ V*

Kf-invariant, u° ¿ 0. Define 0¿ = <P : X* - V* by

<D(x):=<5V(x))z/\

Then 0> is analytic and <D(/cx) = Sv(k)<S>(x), x £ X* , k £ K* . If Z* is the

center of G* , and if <^ e Z* is defined by ô \ Z* = £id, then /zO = £(z)<D,
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z € Z# . For v £ V we let <D„ := (v , <&(•)), i.e. *„(x) = (ô(y*(x)~x)v, i/°) =

(f5(/cc (x~ ))v, v ), where kc is defined in the obvious way. Then lkOv =

Qsmv™- % is of type Ô.

Let n   := £q€A+ g±ct and nc := n± n t ; then n   = n. © p    and

t/(0) = C/(t)©(n-C/(g) + [/(g)n+)

= c/(É)©(p-í/(g) + t/(g)p+),

U(t) = U(t)(&(n;U(t) + U(t)n+).

Let qs, qt, and q be the corresponding projection onto the first factor. If we

need to emphasize the dependence on the choice of positive roots we will write

tffl(A+(g, t)), etc. Then q* = ql o qt. For X £ i* we define lx : S(t) -> S(t) by

lx(h) = h - X(h). For I = g or 6 we define p := I o ql. Then p[ : Z(\) -»

S(i)w{-X,i) is an isomorphism, <?t(Z(g)) c Z(É), and pe = I   op* opt.  For

X £ t define ;rj[ : Z(l) -> C by Xi(z) '•- ß(z)W • Then every character of Z([)

is equal to some ^ and Xx - Xß if and only if there is a w £ W(l, t) such

that X = w ■ p and ^ is independent of the system of positive roots used to

construct it.

Theorem 5.2. Let the notation be as above. Let p be the highest weight of ô

and assume (p + p, a) < 0 for all a £ A^ . Then the following holds:

(\)<t>£rf(X*,ôv,xx+Pe)nLJ(X*)®V* and p+d> = 0.

(2) Let b = exp(X>;^) £ B. Then

^v(b) = (â (nexP (jlog(cosh(25,))i. H v, A .

If v is of weight v , then

*„(*) = <« ,z,°)ncosh(2,l)1/M'').

(3)®V£L¡(X*).
(4) Let Hs(ô) := {*Ju £ V} and U¿ be the closure of U(q)Us(S) in

LJX*). Then Hs is irreducible, with infinitesimal character Xx+P • ^ ~*

H¿(o), v >-► Oî;, is a K -isomorphism, and Flâ(ô) is the lowest K -type of

(5)p+Há(á) = 0.
(6) // v is a highest weight of a K -type occurring in Hs, then there exist

n   £ Z+ , a £ A+ , such that v = p - V* « a.

Definition 5.3. The representations eá on Hs are called the holomorphic dis-

crete series of X —or X if H, c L (X)—with lowest K -type ô.
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Proof of the theorem. Assume first that (1) holds. Then (3) and (5) are obvious.

Furthermore (2) follows from (5.1) and the definition of O. By (5) the Harish-

Chandra module of Há is isomorphic to U{p~)®Hs(ô) as a representation of

K , and (6) follows. By (6) the multiplicity of ô in Hs is one and—as every

nonzero vector in HS(S) is cyclic and Há is unitary—Hs is irreducible.

Now we prove (1). Let x £ X . Then we can find an open neighbourhood

y of x and an open subset cf c X such that k : Vt -* tf is an analytic

diffeomorphism. Define ¥ : 0 -» V* by *F(/<0>)) = G>0>), y £ It. Then,

obviously, X^(k(x)) = XQ>(x) for all X £ g. But by construction there

exists an open subset W c P+KJHC c GJHC such that *F extends to a

holomorphic function on W and ^(pkHc) = V(kHc), p £ P+ and k £ Kc.

As ¥ is holomorphic, XV(y) = ftxi'(exp(-tX)y)\ (=0 for all X £ q. Hence

P+x¥(k(x)) = p+&(x) = 0. As x was arbitrary,

(5.2) p+<P = 0.
V

Define now an antihomomorphism u ^ u of {/(g) by X - -X, X £ g.

Let v £ V be a highest weight vector. Then for z e Z(g),

(v , z<S>(x)) = (v , qt(z)<S>(x)) by (5.1)

= (v,ôv(qt(z)v)<î>(x))     by (5.1)

= <*(*,(*))»>,*(*))

= <*(*'(*,(*)))«.*(*)>

= p(qB(z))(v,®(x))

= Xß+Ps(z){v,®(x)).

As w is cyclic and qt(z) £ Z(t), it follows that z<P = y      (z)O.

That Q>v £ l^(X) follows from the next theorem, which relates our con-

struction with that of Flensted-Jensen, but we will give an independent proof

here.  For that we define the Cayley-transform c := Ad(exp(-| ¿Z(x¡ - x¡)))

and ctg := ¿2M.it j. Then c(tj) = y,, c(íüq) = b0, and \c~ )(A | z'ao)\0 =

A(g0,b0). Let A+(g0,b0) := '(c~x)(A+ | m")\0 and p° := />(A+(g0, b0)).

Then p° = p o c~x .   In particular p (v.) = p(t¡).   We only have to show

that Ow, v of weight X, is in L*(X). By Lemma 5.5, which follows be-

low, X(tj) < -p(tj) -e   (e > 0) for all ;'.  Let b be as in (2) with s. > 0

(j =1,2, ... ,s). Then

<(W,i,0)ncosh(2,;)-1/2^)-£

< (v, u0)Cexp (-p (X]Vj)) exp {~eJ2sj)

= (v , v0)Cexp (-/ (£>/,)) exp (-«£>,)
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where C > 0 is independent of (sx, ..., ss). As the G-invariant measure on

X is given by a constant multiple of

//Jk Jb
+ f(kbH) 11 sinh(ba)p° cosh^T db dk

where B+ := {b £ B | Va 6 A+(g0, b0) : ba > 1}, exp(/z)Q = eaW, h £ b0,

pa = dim{x £ g0a | ûx(x) = x}, and qa = dim{x £ g0a | ûx(x) = -x} (see [3,

Theorem 2.6], the theorem follows.   D

As in §3, we let w* be the unique element in the Weyl group of A{ such

that w*Á* = -A*. Then it follows easily that w*a = a and w*A* = -A*.

Let v := -w*(p + p) = -w*p + pc~ pn. Then relative to A+ , v is dominant

regular and pF(v) = -w*p . We recall now the construction of the Flensted-

Jensen function to the parameter v.   Let g0 := \k © /h0  © iqok © q0    as

before. Then g0 is semisimple with Cartan-involution x and "Iwasawa-o0"

z'a0. Furthermore

flj = {*eg| 6n(x) = x},

where n is the conjugation x i-> t(x) . Let Íq := hofc©z'b0 . Let Gd denote the

analytic subgroup of Gc corresponding to g0 . Then G = Gdcn. let Kd := Hcn

Gd = exp(tj), Ad := exp(za0), and Nd = exp(n+ n gj). Then Gd = KdAdNd

is an Iwasawa decomposition of G . If x e G we write correspondingly

x = /c (x)a (x)/z (x). Now B c G   and thus we may write, for b £ B,

b = kd(b)ad(b)n (b).

But by [14, §2] we may also write

(5.3) b = hkH(b)p

with h £ Hc unique modulo Hc n A"c, /%(6) G A"c and p £ P+. But by

Theorem 2.4 in [14], ^(è) e exp(z'a0) = A . By applying the conjugation öz/

to (5.3) (or by using the proof of [14, Theorem 2.4]) it follows that kH(b) =

ad(b), p = nd(b), and h = kd(b) (modulo Kc n Hc). Now the Flensted-

Jensen function corresponding to v is uniquely determined by the following

two properties (see [3, p. 268]):

( 1 ) y/v is AT#-finite of type ô .

(2) y,v(bH*) = jKnHad(b-xk)-(v+p)dk, b£B.

Theorem 5.4. Let v £ V be K#T-invariant and such that (v, v ) = 1.   Then

<&v = yv. In particular Há = F^ .

Proof. Let v   and v be as above. In the K -variable, the function y/v has an

analytic continuation to a holomorphic function on Kc  such that for k(x) £

KcnGd,

Vv(xH*) = /     ad(x-xk)Hv+p) dk = (v, Sv(x)v°).
JxnH
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(see [3, pp. 268, 269]). Let b x £ B , b x = kdadnd . Then by the above, nd e

P+f)Gd. Thus k'xndk£Nd for all k £ K n H. Hence ad(b~xk) = ad\adk)

and

Vv(bH*)=  [     ad(b-Xk)-(v+p)dk
Jkhh

=  [     ad(adk)-(v+p)dk

= ip„(adxH*) = (v , Sv(ad)-XA = (v, ¿^í/»" VV>

= (v,ôv(y*(b))v°)=<ï>v(b).   D

Lemma 5.5. Assume that g0 is simple. Let ô and p be as in Theorem 5.3. Let

y be the highest root in A^ . Then

{v + p,X)<(p + p,y)<0

for all weights v of 6 and all X £ A^ .

Proof. First we notice that (y, ß) > 0 for ß £ A^, (y + ß is never a root).

Furthermore if w £ ^(A*) and X £ A* then wX e A^ and there is a sum Q

of positive compact roots such that wX = y - Q. Let A and v be as in the

lemma. Choose w £ ^(A^") such that w(v + p) is A^-dominant. Then

(v + p,X) = (w(v + p),wX)

= (w(v + p), y)-(w(y + p), Q)

< (w(u + p), y)

as w(y + p) is A^-dominant. As wp - p = —Px and wv = p - P, where Px

and P are sums of positive compact roots, we now have

(w(v + p),y) = (wv + p,y) + (wp - p , y)

= (p + p,y)-(P + Px,y)
<(p + p,y)<0.   D

6. An example: the holomorphic discrete series of G

We now specialize to the case G s (GxG)/d(G), where d(G) is the diagonal

{(x, x)\x £ G}. We will use the notation from the preceding sections. Let

g~ :=gxg and define x(X, Y) := (Y, X). Then b = d(&) = {(X, X) | X £ g}

and q = {(X, -X) \ X £ g}. Let ct be the center of t. That G is of

Hermitian type means that ie(ct) = t or, equivalently, that G/K is a bounded

symmetric domain. Let c := {(X, -X) \ X e cj and a := {(X, -X) | X £ t}.

Then we have the following identifications, where the superscript " denotes

the construction relative to g~ , anda~ = j(a, -a) : A = {a~ | a £ A } = A~ ,

+   _    ~-   -   +
0„  = 0„ x 0_„.      P      =pxp,      P       =PXP-
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Let S~ be a finite-dimensional irreducible holomorphic representation of K~

containing a nonzero ¿(A'J-fixed vector. Then <J~ s «5 ® ôv , where f5 is an
o ~v

irreducible representation of Kc and every d(Kc)-ñxed vector v   for ô      is

given by a constant multiple of v  = ¿Z"=l v¡®Vj where {vx, ... , vn} is a base

of V and {vx, ... , vn} is the dual base.  Let// be the highest weight of S ;

then the highest weight ps~ of ô~ is 2p~ = (p, -p). As our " /^-functional"

relative to the above A+ is now given by p = 2p~ , we have

(ßa~ + p,a~) = {p + pg,a)

for all a £ A . Hence (ps~ + p,oT) < 0 for all a~ £ A^ if and only

if (p + p , a) < 0 for all a £ A(p+, t). Assume (p + p , a) < 0 for all

a £ A(p+, t). Let (e¿~ , Há~ ) be the holomorphic discrete series representation

of the last section. Then e6~ = it ® itv, where it is an irreducible unitary

representation of G. As a representation of G = G x 1 •-* G x G es~ is

isomorphic to it ® 1, where 1 stands for the identity on V^ . Let x £ G. Then

(X-x,l) = (p-(x)-xkc(x)-xp+(x)-x,l)

= (p~(x), p~(x))~x (kc(x)~x, l)(p+(x)~x, p~(x)).

Hence y(x) = (kc(x), 1) mod d(Kc). Choose the base {vx, ... ,vn] such that

vx is a highest weight vector. Define Ov{x) := &vlg)l/ ((x, l)d(G)). Then

%(x) = (S(kc(x)-x)v,vx)

and this is exactly the generating function for the holomorphic discrete series

(see [10, p. 159]).

Theorem 6.1. Let ô~ = ô ® ôv be a holomorphic representation of Kc. Let ps~

(resp. p) be the highest weight of ô~ (resp. S). Then

(1) {ps~ + p, a~) < 0 for alia' £ A+n if and only if (p + p9, a) < 0 for all

a £ A(p+ , t).

(2) Assume (ps~ + p, a~) < 0 for all a~ £ A^. Let es~ be the holomor-

phic discrete series representation of G x G/d(G) in Hs~ , and let it& be the

holomorphic discrete series representation of G with lowest K-type ó.   Then

es~ ~ns® ns ■

1. The realization of Hs as an analytic continuation of

the holomorphic discrete series of g#

In this section we recall the construction of a part of the analytic continuation

of the holomorphic discrete series (see [22] or [16]) and use the results in §1

to determine the intertwining operators from the discrete series of X . In

particular it will follow that the multiplicity of s¿ in "LAX ) is one (see also

[5] and [2]). We will always assume that 5 and p are as in §5; in particular,

(p + p, a) < 0 for all cx£A+n.
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Let cf(Y) be the space of V-valued holomorphic functions on D. Via the

Killing form we can identify U(p~) ®V with the space of V-valued polynomial

functions on p+ and thus, by restriction, U(p~) ® V c (f(\). For u £ U(q)

define u by X* = -X, X £ g. Define a sesquilinear form (• | -)s on

C/(p~)®V by

(m® v | ux ®vx)s := (â(pt(u*xu))v | vx)v.

Then it can be shown (and this will follow from the proof of Theorem 7.2)

that (• | -)s is positive definite. Let (fs denote the Hubert space completion of

U(p~)®\. Then cf6 Cif(V). Define a representation~its of G* in (f(\) by

[ns(x)f](z) := m(x, z)f(x~Xz),

where m(x, z) := ö(kc(K(x)~ exp(z))- ) and the lifting kc is defined in the

same manner as y . Then cfô is invariant under its .

Theorem 7.1 (H. Rossi, M. Vergne and N. Wallach).   (itâ , cfö) is an irreducible

unitary representation of G   and U(p~) ® V is the space of K -finite vectors. If

(p + p , a) < 0 for all a £ A(p+, t), then ns is a holomorphic discrete series

representation.

For z = x ■ 0 £ D, we define Oz : X* -> V by

(7.1) ®(z,y) = <î>z(y):=ô(k*(x))%v(x~ly)-

The function <P(-, y) is holomorphic and it¿(x)Q>(-, y) = <ï>(-, xy). For / e

LJ(X*) set

Tf(z):= f f(x)®2(x)dx
(7.2) Jx

=  / pr(f)(x)^z(x)dx
Jx

where pr : l^(X#) —> H¿ is the orthogonal projection onto Hj. Then Tf £

cf(\) and

T(es(y)f)(z) =   ( f(y-xx)®z(x)dx
Jx

= I f(x)Q>z(yx)dx

= ns(y)Tf(z).

Theorem 7.2. The representations es and its are equivalent and

HomG»(L¡(X*),c?3) = CT,

where T is defined as above. In particular the multiplicity of itö in E^(X ) is

one.

Proof. The lowest K -type of it¿ are just the constants z —» u, u £ V. Thus—

by using the same idea as in §2 and Lemma 1.1—it follows easily that point-

evaluation in cfg is continuous.  Let U : E((X ) —» <9S be a nonzero unitary
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intertwining operator and define \p, ipz £ L^(X#, V) by y/z := ('U ® \)(3tz)

and \p = y/Q as in §1; i.e.

C//(z)= [ f(x)y/z(x)dx.
Jx

Then ip0(x) = S(kc(y))y/(y~ x) by Lemma 1.4. And as in [14],

(7.3) z i-> y/z(x) is holomorphic for all x £ X .

As y/(kH*) = Ö(k)y/(\H*) it follows that ip(\H*) =: w° is a nonzero Af-

fixed vector in V. Define fl^v by using u , i.e. 0^(1// ) = u , and define

<P(z, y) as above using this <t>sv . Then it follows that

ip-h.z(lH*) = ®h.z(\H#c) = ô(k*(h))u°

for all h £ H . As D can be realized as a simply-connected open subset in

H*/H*nK*, it follows from (7.3) that y/z(lH#) = <Dz(l//#) for all z e D.

Thus ^z = <Dz and U = T.

That those representations are equivalent can be seen from the parameters

determining them. Another proof is to define Oz and T as above and then

show that T \ H¿ (simply denoted by T) is a nonzero intertwining operator.

Let A(z) £ End(V) be defined by

A(z)u := T(<bu)(z) = S(k*(y)) j <DM(x)<fy (y~Xx) dx,    z = yO.

Write K(y) = p+(y)kc(y)p~(y) and use Theorem 5.1, parts (1) and (6), to show

that A(y) = ,4(1). Furthermore A(\)(ô(k)u) = 6(k)A(\)u. Hence there is a

c(p) £ C such that .4(1) = c(p)id. Identifying V and V* as usual, Q>w(x) =

(Os,(x)\w). Hence |OJ2 = fd>Jx)9Jx)dx = (A(0)w \ w) = c(p)\w\2 and

c(p) > 0 and T(Fls(ô)) is the space of constants z *-> u. For u,ux £ U(p~)

we have, furthermore,

("*« I "i°J =(u\u% I *J as H<5 is unitary

=(^(M>)<D„ | <BJ by Theorem 5.2(5)

v     ?,(«, W)t)   !       til-'

=c(/¿)(<7t(to*u)t; | w)

=c(p)(u®v | «j ® w)s .

— 1/2
Thus c(p) T is unitary—and, in particular, continuous. Now the theorem

follows.   D

If p + pg is A(p~ , t)-dominant, then there is a constant d(p) > 0 such that

(f(p) if^Ff:x~ d(p)ô(k*(x))-Xf(xz) £ H2(p + pg)

is a unitary G -isomorphism (see [15, p. 23]). In this realization, the formula

for the intertwining operator is given by the function <bsv . Theorem 3.2 and
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Theorem 4.2 now read

Theorem 7.3. Assume that p+pg is A+(p~ , t)-dominant. Then every continuous

intertwining operator T : Hâ -> Fl2(p + p ) is given by

T<f>(y)= / (f)(x)6(y*(y~xx))vdx
Jx

where v is a K*x-invaiant vector in V.  // n        is integrable, then up to a

constant

T~lf(x)= I' (f(y)\ô(y*(y-xx))v)vdy.
Jd
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